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About this issue: Adopting high reliability organization (HRO) principles is
a strategy that a growing number of hospitals are using to achieve their
safety, quality, and efficiency goals. While hospitals do most things right,
much of the time, they recognize that even very infrequent failures in critical
processes can have meaningful consequences for a patient. Creating a culture
and processes that reduce system failures and effectively respond when failures occur is the goal of high reliability thinking. While never complete or
total, high reliability organizing is an ongoing process that aims for zero
harm to patients, families, staff, and visitors in health care organizations. —
Abraham Segres, Executive Director, Center for Healthcare Excellence
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EXECUTIVE MESSAGE

Michael V. Gentry
Board Chair

“Virginia’s
community
hospitals and
health systems
are committed
to delivering
compassionate,
patient-centric
care. We each
have a role to
play in the
quality journey
for the benefit
of the patients
and families
who entrust
us with their
care.”

Sean T. Connaughton
President and CEO

The VHHA Board of Directors has adopted a standing practice to kick off its meetings. It’s what we call a “safety moment” presentation, and it’s an opportunity for us to
start meetings hearing from one of our colleagues representing a hospital or health system somewhere in the Commonwealth of Virginia. During these presentations, a
speaker will share a health care quality or patient safety success story from his or her
hospital. The “safety moment” is followed by an opportunity for the speaker’s Board
colleagues to ask questions or gain further insight into how a particular event or process developed and evolved over time. Sharing these kinds of insights across hospitals
and health systems exemplifies the collective commitment Virginia’s hospital community has to consistent improvement on behalf of patients. Our stated goal couldn’t be
clearer: We want to make Virginia the healthiest state in the nation. And while that
work is ongoing, we are pleased to see some encouraging developments. For instance,
the latest annual National Healthcare Quality and Disparities Report (QDR) released
by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) ranks Virginia in the top 10 among states in health care
quality. In the report, the Commonwealth ranked ninth overall, which shows substantial improvement from previous rankings that placed Virginia in the middle-of-thepack. Our colleague Scott Burnette, the CEO of VCU Health’s Community Memorial
Hospital in South Hill, has pointed out that Virginia is the only Southern state to
achieve that distinction. The AHRQ results come months after two national health care
quality organizations recognized dozens of Virginia hospitals for exceptional patient
safety performance. In the Spring 2017 Hospital Safety Grade scores from the Leapfrog Group, a national health care patient safety ranking organization, 35 Virginia hospitals earned “A” grades. Also in the Spring, Healthgrades named 21 Virginia hospitals as 2017 “Patient Safety Excellence Award” recipients. And nine Virginia hospitals
earned 2017 Healthgrades “Outstanding Patient Experience Awards.” These accolades
show that we are heading in the right direction, and they serve as a reminder that we
can’t rest on our laurels because health care quality work is never done. Patient quality
and safety is a top priority for hospitals and health systems throughout the Commonwealth. Supporting those efforts in Virginia is a strategic objective for VHHA through
the Center for Healthcare Excellence established in 2015. Among the many ways that
work is facilitated is through educational programs, the development and use of data
and research tools to monitor outcomes and track progress on key metrics, and through
in-person and virtual learning sessions meant to promote collaboration across hospitals
through the sharing of best practices. In this edition of REVIEW Magazine, several of
those virtual learning sessions from the Virginia Patient Safety Organization’s Brown
Bag Webinar Series, and the hospital quality and safety success stories that inspired
them, are profiled and presented in the hopes that they might provide an inspirational
example for hospitals pursuing quality and safety efforts, or offer a template to help
guide such initiatives. Virginia’s community hospitals and health systems are committed to delivering compassionate, patient-centric care. We each have a role to play in
the quality journey for the benefit of the patients and families who entrust us with their
care.
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VCU Health System
Implementing an Organizational
Daily Check-In
Words and Images by Julian Walker and Erin Ehrlich-Beard

I

t begins each day with a series of
binging chimes emitted by a
charcoal-colored conference
phone speaker.
Each of those beeps represents a
VCU Health System staff member logging on as a representative of
various departments spanning specialized
clinical units to administrative and operational divisions.

Several dozen people in all.
On its face, a daily check-in conference call might seem mundane.
Even banal. Just another perfunctory professional ritual.
But here, in this setting, it is something more than just tradition. It is a
vital and necessary component of the ongoing
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operation of a bustling health system with scores of employees and patients – a place that sits at the intersection of society.
Seven days a week at 7:45 a.m. the conference call begins
with those chimes of people logging on. It’s been that way
since the fall of 2015, timing that coincides with the Union
Cyclistse Internationale (UCI) Road World Championship
event in Richmond. Prior to that, the calls were held each
weekday morning going back to 2008.
On the summer day that VHHA visited, VCU Health System
Associate Vice President of Support Services and Planning
Shirley Gibson, led the call, as she often does.
Gibson began by reminding the 70 or so call participants of
the health system’s safety vision and goal “to be America’s
safest health system with a goal of zero events of preventable
harm to patients, team members, and visitors” and the system’s common purpose statement: “Our caring service begins with me.”
Then she opened with a question: “Are there any significant
near misses, or any issues overnight, or anything that we
need to do to keep safe going forward?”
Most calls last 15 minutes and feature a look-back and lookahead format focused on incidents from the previous day,
patient census information, and any issues on the horizon for
the day ahead.
The call moderator, in this case Gibson, conducts a departmental roll call that involves a representative from each division providing a brief update if there are any developments to
report.
When a call concludes, the team of participants – those assembled for the call in a rectangular conference room, and
those on the phone – disperse to go about performing their
roles as team leaders, responsible for departments and units
in the health system.

Jenifer K. Murphy, MHA, CPPS
Patient Safety Manager, Performance Improvement

Shirley Gibson, DNP, MSHA, RN, FACHE
Associate Vice President of Support Services and Planning
“Safety is something we always work on,” explained VCU
Health System Patient Safety Manager Jenifer K. Murphy,
who notes that VCU’s journey towards becoming a high reliability organization is a continuing process supported by
safety and culture habits such as the daily check-in call.
“We really launched our safety culture transformation in
2008 with our program ‘Safety First, Every Day,’” Murphy
added. “That involved a lot of education for our team members and our medical staff, and a really significant change in
our cause analysis program. That is when we really started
our daily check-in process. In the years following that, we
have taken the principles of high reliability and incorporated
them into our work with vendors, and we have also incorporated them into our work with service excellence.”

D

uring the call, the checklist of departments runs
the gamut from ambulatory clinics and environmental engineering to the emergency department,
surgical wards, radiology, oncology, and more.
When called on, most of the participants offer some variation
of this simple reply: “No safety issues or concerns to report.”
The morning call on this day was not without incidents from
the past 24-hour period, though.
One staff member tripped and fell in a patient ward.
A surgical services representative provided an update on the
number of patients occupying hospital beds. The emergency
department provided a similar status update.
An overview of elevator status, and replacement parts that
have been ordered, came from another call participant.
Radiology and ventilation services representatives each ap-
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prised colleagues of the number of patients receiving treatment at the moment.
The transplant/dialysis team had nothing to report on that hot
summer morning, but the conference call audience was told:
“We’re monitoring the water temperature for dialysis very
closely. It’s been a hot couple of weeks.”
Some call speakers reported on patients in need of restraints
or other precautionary safety measures.
Although the pace is brisk, anything deemed noteworthy or
significant is reported on the call.
While considerable attention is placed on opportunities for
improvement, the call is also a chance to “share safety successes,” said Murphy, noting that “It’s always good to celebrate when we’ve had a good catch and when we prevented a
safety event.”
During the call VHHA observed, Kym G. Gee, Interim Nursing Director for Women’s and Children’s Health at VCU
Health System, reported on an “excellent teamwork” intervention that helped a mother and her newborn child.
Over the preceding weekend, a new mother from the Northern Neck was transported to the VCU emergency department
to receive treatment for post-partum hemorrhaging after giving birth. Her family traveled to the hospital in a personal
vehicle and arrived after the mother began receiving treatment.
During that process, the new mother asked for support with
breast feeding. Staff responded by retrieving a breast pump
kit and bassinet to support the mother. The on-duty lactation
consultant accompanied the unit nurse back to the mother’s
room to provide assistance. Back in the room, the mother and
father, who was holding the five-hour-old swaddled newborn,
and the midwife who assisted in the at-home birth of the baby, were present. The lactation consultant asked the father to
unwrap the newborn. When he did, the lactation consultant
realized the baby was in distress. The baby, who up to that
point was not technically a hospital patient, was immediately
admitted for care with a low body temperature. Ultimately,
the baby was stabilized with warming and the mother also
recovered in short order, according to Gee.
“The family is very grateful for the care they received from
all the team members they’ve encountered during their short
but eventful stay at VCU,” Gee shared. “They described their
experience as awesome, caring, individual, and supportive.”
The story led to the members of the care team being nominated for a VCU safety award, as did another shared story about
staff identifying a product design defect in a medication delivery system and identifying a solution to the product issue.

Kym G. Gee, BSN, MM, CNML
Interim Nursing Director for Women’s and Children’s Health
Much of the information relayed during the daily check-in
call arises from unit- and department-based safety huddles.
The purpose of the call isn’t to solve the problem in the moment, Murphy explained.
“It’s to bring forward the issue, establish who’s going to be
the accountable person to provide follow-up,” she added.
“And the problem solving actually happens offline.”
Because VCU has been holding these calls for years, the system has refined and streamlined the call, including the format, the necessary participants, the topics (good and bad) to
share, and more.
“We also had many lessons learned, like having a set of questions to ask and looking at difficulty in getting participants to
share issues,” Gibson said. “It’s very hard to sometimes air
your dirty laundry. Really, it’s all about trying to become a
highly reliable organization.”
Achieving peak call efficiency “didn’t happen overnight,”

Kevin M. Shimp, DNP, RN, CCRN-K
Patient Flow Director
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Murphy noted. “You have to be resilient and keep at it.”
Before the daily call began so many years ago, there sometimes was confusion about “who to escalate” an issue to when
things happened, Gibson added.
Today, the daily practice of having the appropriate leader
around the table, or on the other end of the phone line, helps
elevate the situational awareness of all involved.
So that if there are external issues of note on the medical center campus – such as a pothole in the emergency department
driveway, or wasps outside the dental clinic – the group is
made aware and a response strategy can be developed, explained VCU Health System Patient Flow Director Kevin M.
Shimp.
The same is true of clinical considerations such as the dura-

tion of individual patient stays in the emergency department,
Shimp noted.
Just as there is a consistent way to start the daily call with an
emphasis on safety culture, there is a standard practice to conclude the call.
Near the end of each call, the moderator asks “How many
days since our last serious safety event?”
Since that information is posted on a VCU intranet site and
updated regularly, the call participants are well aware of the
answer.
“Twenty-four days,” several people replied. Then the cascade
of chimes signifying people had left the call crested as callers
disconnected and headed off into the day focused on helping
patients and promoting a safety culture.
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Children’s National Health System
You Have Our Permission:
Keeping Our Kids Safe
Words and Images by Julian Walker and Erin Ehrlich-Beard

T

hree years ago, leadership at Children’s National Health System in Washington, D.C. made a decision with farreaching implications: They wanted to know more of the good, bad, and even ugly about potential issues occurring onsite.

The idea was simple.
The more hospital leaders knew about any potential challenges, the better equipped they would be to respond to those situations
and learn how to prevent them going forward. The ultimate goal was to improve hospital safety rates.
To get there, organizational leaders including Children’s National President and Chief Executive Officer Dr. Kurt Newman and
the health system’s Board of Directors decided a greater emphasis on reporting hospital incidents, near misses, and good catches
was essential.
“They wanted to see incident reports going up. So we have more eyes reporting what’s going on,” explained Dr. Rahul Shah,
Children’s National Vice President and Chief Quality & Safety Officer. “And then hopefully at the same time, our serious safety
event rate would go down. And both of those things have happened, and they’ve happened out of proportion to our expectations.”
Implementing that philosophy required an organization-wide culture shift predicated on four words: “You Have My Permission.”
What that means is Children’s National has what Dr. Shah calls a “non-punitive reporting culture where anybody can raise a
concern.”
“That’s the concept that we rolled out several years ago to empower providers, front line staff, security, anybody to speak up
when they have a problem,’” he added. “And that’s been one of the main reasons we’ve been able to have to some extraordinary
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Lisbeth Fahey, MSN, RN
Executive Director for Quality, Safety, Accreditation,
Regulatory & Emergency Preparedness
outcomes for safety and quality.”
To wit, Children’s National had 10,971 incident reports filed
by a broad range of employees in fiscal year 2017. When the
initiative commenced in 2014, fewer than half as many
(4,668) incident reports were filed.
And just as hospital leaders hoped, there has been an inverse
correlation between reporting frequency and safety results. In
other words, the hospital’s safety scores substantially improved alongside a rise in the number of reports filed.
In calendar year 2016, Children’s National decreased central
line-associated blood infection (CLABSI) rates 35 percent,
reduced catheter-associated urinary tract infection (CAUTI)
rates 82 percent, went 10 months without a serious safety
event, and 11 months without an adverse drug event, among
other accomplishments.
“The same time that the incident reports have been going up,
the hospital’s never been safer and the quality of care has never been higher,” Dr. Shah said, his voice welling with pride.

W

hat’s changed in three years, said Lisbeth
Fahey, is staff’s engagement in speaking up.
“We’re getting a large number of incident reports,” explained Fahey, Executive Director
for Quality, Safety, Accreditation, Regulatory & Emergency
Preparedness at Children’s National. “You might say ‘Well,
so what?’ In the beginning, when we had less than 5,000 a
year, we would definitely see the most egregious harm. We
always hear about that right away. But we also had, many
times, a sort of ‘he-said, she-said’ sort of a report. We don’t
see that anymore. What we see now are the precursors, the
near misses, the good catches. We’re really able to learn to
make improvements in our care. The reports themselves are
very thoughtful and put in by staff from all over the organization. And it really has driven, we believe, our culture of safety

to a different place.”
Getting staff accustomed to the notion of reporting took concerted effort involving process consistency and simplification.
“What we realized through this three-year journey is our reports were coming from all over. And they were sitting in different silos,” Shah recalled. “Some people who reported
would write them and leave them on a desk. The first thing
we said was ‘stop.’ Everything has to come through our
online reporting tool. It’s mobile, but it’s also on the desktop.
So we consolidated reporting. Put everything through one
warehouse. That also includes pertinent mortalities and morbidities. So we try to capture everything.”
Another way leaders encouraged participation was by streamlining the reporting process to make it less burdensome and
time-consuming. A form that once featured 30 mandatory
information fields and took around 15 minutes to complete
now has two-thirds fewer mandatory fields (10) and requires
much less time (five to seven minutes) to complete. Reports
may also be filed anonymously.
“Nobody’s going to take 15 minutes to put in a report when
they have a high census and a sick baby” to care for, Shah
observed.
In addition to buy-in from rank-and-file hospital staff, leadership has taken an intentional approach to reviewing each incident report filed.
“Every single incident report that is put in the organization I
read,” said Shah, who is part of a trio that includes the hospital’s director of patient safety and its chief risk officer that is
tasked with evaluating filed reports.
From there, reports are presented to leadership when the executive team meets each Tuesday at 11 a.m. to review the past
week’s safety events. On average, 200 or so reports from a
given week are on the docket for that meeting. Typically,

Rahul Shah, MD, MBA
Vice President, Chief Quality & Safety Officer
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three to five of those reports are set aside for deeper inspeccharge of quality, safety, and efficiency for the operating
tion.
rooms and perioperative services at Children’s National.
And every other Thursday, hospital leaders have a standing
“Our orientation is a full morning of safety orientation – the
meeting with Dr. Newman to review safety, service, and qualpower of one individual to make a difference. The importance
of one person in terms of service excellence,” Fahey said.
ity events for the past two weeks.
“That’s where (new employees) learn things like the words ‘I
“We consider that a strong best practice that at any moment
have a concern.’”
the CEO, and then ultimately the Chair of the Board, knows
Reinforcing safety culture at Children’s National is participawhat’s happening in the organization,” Shah said.
tory. Staff whose reports are particularly impactful or transDepending on the nature of a safety event, some reports reformational are recognized and rewarded with distinctive,
quire follow-up action that can range from a phone call with a
wearable hospital insignia to acknowledge their contribution.
department head, further investigation, a root cause analysis
process, a legal compliance evaluation, or another follow-up
Not only does that raise staff awareness and recognition, the
hope is
action.
that it
There’s
will also
also a
inspire
Quality
conversaand Safetion.
ty Steering Com“We have
mittee
also
that meets
asked
weekly
people,
on Frithat when
days. And
you see
in addisomeone
tion to
with one
those
on that
meetings,
you ask
there is a
them
daily
‘what did
check-in
you do to
call lastget one of
ing about
these
eight
pins?’”
minutes
said
and covFahey.
Children’s National Medical Center lobby.
ering
There’s
some 40
also “zero in on zero harm” Children’s National fleece jackets
hospital departments that provides an opportunity to highlight
that are awarded to staff nominated monthly for exceptional
“any safety concerns from the past 24 hours, today, or anysafety or quality achievements.
thing they anticipate for tomorrow,” said Fahey.
“Our approach has been to make it fun, make it exciting, and
to reward people,” said Shah. “It gives me no better joy when
verything about safety culture is intentional at ChilI walk and I see someone with the reducing harm hero fleece
because you’re just spreading that thing that safety’s contadren’s National.
gious and that we can all do it. Then when the organization
The first person that speaks to new hires on their
sees that our serious safety event rate is the lowest it’s ever
first day at campus for in-person orientation is
been in the history of the hospital, they get it and they get exShah, an ear, nose, and throat surgeon who, prior to taking his
cited about it.”
current role in 2014, served as Associate Surgeon in Chief in

E
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HCA JohnstonWillis Hospital
IV Guardian: Driving
Patient Safety with IV
Pump Scanning
By Julian Walker and Erin Ehrlich-Beard

W

hen a nurse at Johnston-Willis Hospital alerted a colleague about a
problem with a medication machine administering incorrect dosages,
necessity became the mother of invention for the HCA Capital Division Information and Technology Services
unit.
Within a few weeks of identifying the issue, the technology team devised an innovative solution. A year later, something that
began as an observation has revolutionized how staff monitor medication patients receive to ensure consistency to ordered rates.
The IV Guardian process marries data, technology, and medical equipment to help reduce medication error rates, increase drug
library utilization, and enhance patient experience. It accomplishes this through a process that involves accessing intravenous
(IV) pump data from the vendor and combining that with electronic health record (EHR) information and a system that automatically notifies clinical staff to avert potential errors.
Having access to real time IV pump data is critical in the process, which essentially is an extension of existing barcode medication administration (BCMA) technology to ensure IV pump settings match ordered medication rates. Under this system, several
layers of notification are instantly communicated to nurses working bedside, as well as clinical leaders, if something goes awry
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so it can be promptly corrected.
Here’s how the sequence works in practice: A nurse scans a
patient’s wrist band, scans the medication to be administered,
and then scans the pump device that delivers medication to a
patient. The pump scanning is the additional step in the process, along with the marriage of real-time data to help ensure
patients are receiving the right medication in the proper dose.
In the event something is wrong, the nurse at the patient’s
bedside is immediately notified. The charge desk nurse and
the unit nurse are also notified. Any issues are also registered
in a drug library report.
The IV Guardian system went from concept to an initial test
run on one unit at Johnston-Willis Hospital over a matter of
weeks in the spring of 2016. The following year, the concept
was rolled out hospital-wide.
Hospital staff embraced the new protocol and positive results
from this innovation have come almost immediately.

I

t all began with a conversation, when a colleague told
Sean Albert about an episode involving a patientcontrolled analgesia machine that administered medication at an incorrect rate. When something similar happened the following month, the colleague asked if something
could be done to remedy the situation.
Albert, the Director of Application Development for HCA
Capital Division Information Technology and Services, and
his team investigated. In short order, they identified a solution
they could pull off with some in-house ingenuity.
“We quickly determined we could obtain server data from the
(medication) pumps in real time,” he said. “And based on that
knowledge, we knew we could marry up the pump information with EHR or meditech information in near real time as

Sean Albert, MIS, BSN, BC
Director of Application Development

“One of the primary
benefits of IV
Guardian is we can drill
down to the user
behavior. So we can
reward the ones that are
doing it 100 percent of
the time and educate the
ones that were not.”
— Sean Albert
well. And based on that, we can do a rate comparison between
the electronic health record and the pump. And in doing so, if
we found something was not correct, we would alert the
nurse.”
And like that, the IV Guardian concept was born. During the
spring of 2016, the idea quickly evolved from a concept that
received support (aided by a timely suggestion) from health
system leadership, to a pilot program tested on a telemetry
cardiac unit.
While the concept and its underlying data and meditech applications were sound, an initial unknown was how the process
change would be received.
“We knew we could do the development side of it,” Albert
said. “We were concerned about the nurse workflow and
whether the nurses would accept it. I’m a nurse as well, so I
kind of knew any time you’re addressing nursing processes . .
. you’ve really got to make sure it’s right.”
Based on the response from the initial test run, Albert and the
team successfully engineered the process, as well as the technology solution.
“The staff loved it,” recalled Jenni Johnson, the former Nurse
Leader for the Progressive Care Unit at Johnston-Willis Hospital. “It’s such a simple process that it was almost seamless
for the nurses to adopt it. It took very little training on their
part. It was a simple five-minute video, a couple conversations, and they had it and they ran with it.”
Added Albert: “One of the main reasons why it went so easy
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That’s a rapid turnaround from concept to full implementation
in the space of a year. Since the formal implementation, the
results have been overwhelmingly positive.
“One of the drivers behind implementing this full house is the
drug library utilization rate,” Albert said.
For the better part of a year, the hospital’s average measurement in that regard was 81 percent, well below the 90 percent
goal. Much of the deficit was attributable to the lack of staff
user details.
“We couldn’t tell which user was doing a great job using the
drug library and which users weren’t,” Albert explained.
Jenni Johnson, RN
Former Nurse Leader, Progressive Care Unit
for them – they were already BCMA users. We already went
through the pain of barcode medication administration years
ago. So in our culture, everybody was ready to scan stuff . . .
so that really helped.”
Staff appreciated the new process because it helped them protect patients from harm.
Keypad numbers on an IV pump are relatively small so “it’s
very easy, especially if you’re busy, to hit the wrong number
and move on,” which can have serious consequences, Johnson
explained.
“So, knowing that they have peace of mind now that they
have something in the background that is matching that number up,” she continued. “And if that number doesn’t match,
they’re going to get an alert on their screen, the desk is going
to get an alert, and I’m going to get an alert. We’ve had, actually, a few occasions where that has happened. And by the
time either the charge nurse or myself can even react to go to
the nurse, she’s already corrected the error because it’s shown
to her in (the patient) room. So that’s peace of mind for not
only our nursing staff to know that they’re doing the right
thing, but should be for the patients and family to know that
we have an extra layer of security to make sure they’re getting
the right medication at the right rate.”
(The idea for in-room notification was inspired by HCA Chief
Nursing Executive, Patient Safety Officer and Senior Vice
President Jane Englebright. During development, she asked
Albert one simple question: ‘Wouldn’t it be best if the nurse
at the bedside had the alert so they could react immediately?’)
Having gathered sufficient information about the process
through testing, the IV Guardian was implemented at Chippenham Hospital and Johnston-Willis Hospital – the two facilities are considered campuses of the combined CJW Medical Center – in March of this year.

That changed within days of IV Guardian going online.
“Within 15-16 days of go live, we had achieved our first 90
percent day,” Albert shared. “So that was quite a remarkable
jump for the organization in just over two weeks.”
During August 2017, the rates “have consistently been greater
than 90,” Johnson added, beaming about the program’s success. “So it’s been a consistent upward move since then and
the program works very well, not only to help hold people
accountable, but also to keep our patients safe.”
Added Albert: “One of the primary benefits of IV Guardian is
we can drill down to the user behavior. So we can reward the
ones that are doing it 100 percent of the time and educate the
ones that were not.”

“The staff loved it. It’s
such a simple process
that it was almost
seamless for the
nurses to adopt it.”
— Jenni Johnson
The IV Guardian earlier this year earned an HCA Innovators
Award in the quality and patient safety category and is in the
process of being patented.
The next step in the scale up of this innovation is expansion to
several other HCA hospitals in Virginia and New Hampshire.
Albert and his team aren’t stopping there, though. He’s already dreaming up ways to further refine and enhance this
process to achieve a near 100 percent drug library rate.
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Inova Mount Vernon Hospital
Safety Culture: Magic Potion
By Erin Ehrlich-Beard and Julian Walker

T

he secret to Inova Health System’s safety culture is
simple – just concoct a magic potion.
“Making the correct potion is key. However this is
not a process that magically appears overnight. This
is an every time, every touch, and a commitment from all,”
Inova Mount Vernon Hospital Quality Director Stacey
Schaab, RN, MBA, CPHQ, NHA said during a June 26 webinar as part of the Virginia Patient Safety Organization (PSO)
Brown Bag webinar series.
During that presentation on Inova Mount Vernon’s safety culture, hospital CEO Dr. Donald J. Brideau, MD, and Schaab
discussed making and mixing an apothecary-like elixir for
hospital safety culture. The key message they conveyed
throughout the webinar is the importance of engaging hospital
staff in achieving a shared mission in order to concoct the
right formula. Hospital staff members needs to be empowered
to make decisions, and must buy in to the process of safety
culture.
Promoting excellence in quality and safety culture concepts is
practically old (wizard) hat at Inova Mount Vernon. Last year,
the hospital celebrated its 40th anniversary. And over the
years, the hospital has earned patient safety and qualityrelated recognition. Inova Mount Vernon Hospital has
achieved the American Heart Association/American Stroke
Association award for “Gold-Plus Elite” designation for
premier stroke care; received the Press Ganey Guardian of
Excellence Award for 2015 and 2016 related to emergency
department Clinical Quality and Patient Satisfaction; earned
A grades since 2014 in the Leapfrog Hospital Safety Grade;
and been recognized by CareChex National Rating for Orthopedic Surgery for its national standing, and its status as first in
Virginia on that measure.
Among other things, these recognitions reflect the hospital’s
ability to adapt to change in the health care industry, and a
philosophy focused on ensuring that each team member is
positioned to make a difference for patients in key quality and
safety areas. In health care, Schaab said, change is necessary
to survive. However, rushing the formula can result in unintended results. To prepare for its Joint Commission Survey,

Inova Mount Vernon staff prepared in accordance with the
Kotter International 8 Step Process for Leading Change.
1. Increase Urgency – Staff at the hospital is excited
for guests to come into the building, and a sense of
urgency is created when people know The Joint Commission is walking through the front doors.
2. Build the Guiding Team – C-suite commitment is key
to this — Inova Mount Vernon has it. When management buys in, staff understands the importance of success.
3. Get the Right Vision – Schaab said hospital staff focused on having no expired items throughout the facility, and eliminating citations received.
4. Communicate for Buy-In – Too often, managers
don’t share organizational vision with staff yet expect
staff to intuitively understand goals. Inova Mount
Vernon staff consistently communicate about working toward shared goals — in this case, a successful
Joint Commission Survey.
5. Empower Action – Schaab said staff were told they
had the power to remove obstacles to a successful
survey. To illustrate that proactivity, she cited the
example of a physical therapy assistant who noticed
expired alcohol containers and took the initiative to
make sure they were properly replaced without needing to involve a manager. Leadership wasn’t aware of
that episode until months after the survey.
6. Create Short-Term Wins – Hospital staff conducted
mock surveys to prepare for the survey. To demonstrate readiness, hospital staff would “go lavender”
when something initially not in compliance was fixed
swiftly and correctly. Walking the halls and seeing
lavender was a short-term win that gave hospital staff
the confidence.
7. and 8. Don’t Let Up and Make it Stick – As Schaab
noted, these steps are interrelated. Persistence and
consistency are essential to the mix.
Magic potion complete.
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Mountain States Health Alliance
Engaging the Frontline in
Process Improvement, and
Having Fun Along the Way

M

By Erin Ehrlich-Beard and Julian Walker

ountain States
Health Alliance (MSHA)
has invested
considerable time and effort
to make patient safety improvement efforts engaging
for frontline staff. One example of that is the health
system’s Quality Awards
Program, which kicked off
its 15th consecutive year in
August 2017.
With 13 hospitals and 9,000
team members, Mountain
States is the largest health
care system in Southwest
Virginia and Northeast Tennessee. To promote patient safety
and quality initiatives across a diverse organization, leadership
devised a way to unite members of the hospital community
around one shared mission.
During a July 24 webinar presentation as part of the Virginia
PSO’s ongoing Brown Bag webinar series, MSHA Quality Director Tamera Parsons, CPHQ, explained that the goal in the
inaugural year of the awards program was to align frontline
staff around improving quality and safety, by getting them excited about projects so they weren’t simply viewed as an extra
task, and to equip staff with the tools to improve patient safety
and quality of care. That first year, seven projects were submitted for award consideration, and 50 people attended the banquet. Fast forward to last year — 170 patient safety and quality
initiatives involving 2,000 people were recognized, and more
than 850 people attended the banquet.
The awards program, Parson noted, has four components: Project Entry, Judging, Recognition, and Sharing.

The logistics of submitting
a project to be considered
for an award have been
made simple with a standardized electronic form.
This enables Mountain
States to capture all project
information in one place,
which judges and project
submitters can also access.
Award judging is handled
by a panel of non-MSHA
quality experts who have a
mixture of business and
clinical expertise. Since its
inception, more than 60
judges have participated in
the program, which averages 20-28 judges per year.
Formal project recognition occurs at an annual Mountain States
banquet held in February. This event affords project teams a
chance to see other projects and celebrate the important work of
hospital staff. The event is held at the MeadowView Conference Resort & Convention Center, which Parsons says is the
largest such facility in the Tri-Cities area. Even so, continued
growth in program interests means the award banquet may outgrow that venue before too long.
Sharing project information is MSHA’s way of ensuring sustainability for this initiative. All projects are saved under an
online “Projects Library” resource, which houses all entries
received over the past 14 years. Through that portal, Mountain
States employees can access past and current projects.
Parsons said the awards program has helped enhance engagement in quality improvement and has allowed MSHA to equip
its employees with a standardized methodology for such initiatives.
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The Virginia Hospital Shared Services Corporation, also known as VHHA Shared Services,
delivers an array of products and resources to help Virginia hospitals and health systems
improve their clinical, financial, and operational performance. Members of Virginia’s hospital
community are encouraged to visit Shared Services online to learn more about the range of
available products and services, and select vendor partners who can deliver
breakthrough performance in areas needed by today’s dynamic Virginia health care
organizations.
Visit http://vhhaservices.com or contact David Jenkins at (804) 965-1350 or djenkins@vhha.com to learn more.
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UVA Health System
The Situation Room:
Daily Leadership Huddle
By Erin Ehrlich-Beard and Julian Walker

E

ach day, UVA Health System
staff who participate in the daily
leadership huddle ask themselves
a fundamental question: “How
does [what we now know]
change how we take care of today’s patients?”
In what is called “The Situation Room,” 70
-80 staff members from the Charlottesvillebased health system gather each day at 10
a.m. to review safety issues from the previous day, including any information on mortalities, falls, staff injuries, central lineassociated bloodstream infections
(CLABSI), catheter-associated urinary tract
infections (CAUTI), and pressure ulcers.
While the meetings now draw a crowd,
they didn’t always pack a room brimming
with hospital staff. Initially, the daily huddle was a voluntary meeting. During a September 26 presentation in the ongoing Virginia PSO Brown Bag webinar series,
UVA Health System’s Director of Patient Safety and Risk
Management noted it didn’t take long for many more people
to fill the room. Eventually, added Rebecca Hill, MA, MHA,
CPPS, C-suite staff started attending the meetings, then came
directors and medical staff. From there, the huddle became an
important part of learning how to improve based on yesterday’s experiences.
From 10-10:30 a.m., staff undertake a stability check, known
as MESS: Methods (What is interrupting our ability to follow
our methods?), Equipment (Do we have the necessary equipment to be successful?), Supplies (Do we have the necessary
supplies to be successful?), and Staffing (Do we have the necessary staffing to be successful?). Then, each department updates the group on any safety events that occurred the prior
day, including conversations about any necessary follow up

regarding those safety events.
What transpires during the huddle from 10:30-11 a.m. are
what Hill refers to as Gemba walks, when a handful of senior
leaders walk through specific units to assess methods and department-specific MESS bulletin boards.
The MESS boards and Gemba walks have helped increase
staff situational awareness while offering insight on opportunities for improvement.
During the webinar, Hill said the daily huddle demonstrates
the degree of engagement and commitment to the process by
senior leadership at UVA Health System.
“It sends an important message about the level of importance
that these people are putting on patient safety and quality,” she
said.
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VHHA Analytics: Harnessing the power of big data
through modern technology tools has been shown to
help organizations across industries substantially
improve operational efficiency. By applying this
philosophy to health care through the VHHA
Analytics online portal, the VHHA Data and Research
Team has developed an interactive data analysis tool
to give hospital officials greater insight on enhancing
performance, reducing costs, better serving patients,
and effectively communicating health care issues. The tool’s features enable users to
access an array of detailed and customized, hospital-specific and regional and state trend
reports. Available data covers topics including 30-day readmissions, quality and patient
safety, performance improvement, and much more. To learn more about VHHA Analytics,
view video tutorials, and request a demo, visit https://sites.google.com/view/vhhaanalytics/
video-tutorials.
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HosPAC is VHHA’s political action committee. The
mission of HosPAC is to provide organized and
effective political action, and to support state
candidates who will work to improve quality health
care through policies supported by Virginia’s
hospital and health systems. As elected officials in
Virginia and Washington make critical decisions
affecting Virginia’s hospitals and health systems,
HosPAC supports candidates for office whose
actions show consideration for Virginia health care
providers and the communities they serve. To learn
more about HosPAC or to contribute, visit
www.vahospac.com.
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www.ISupportVirginiaHospitals.com
Join the VHHA Hospital Grassroots Network. Register to be an advocate for health care in your
community. Through our online grassroots member mobilization tool, Muster, VHHA will send updates and
Action Alerts throughout the year, and periodically ask you to send an e-mail to your state delegate or senator to
seek their support on important health care issues. The messages are drafted for you, and taking action can take
less than one minute. Action Alerts are sent to Hospital Grassroots Members on the most important legislative
issues that our hospitals face. Legislators need to hear from people in their districts to understand the local impact
of their votes in Richmond. If you previously received VHHA’s VoterVOICE e-mail alerts, you are already
registered for the Hospital Grassroots Network. Your voice is important. Sign up online today at https://
app.muster.com/250/supporter-registration/.
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